
Ship-on-Ship
What It Is

Ship-on-Ship (or SOS) is a quick and dirty system for resolving dogfights between two ships.  
Its descriptions are vague, but its mechanics are specific.  Inspired by the One Roll Engine, it 
tries to get the most value out of the least information, like an Inuit dragon who uses every part 
of the virgin princess.

What You Need
A standard 52 card deck of cards, an enemy to fight against and to send me some money.  
Okay, really just the first two.

This Means That
The point of SOS is to map the confusing and sophisticated action of a fast-paced, 3D conflict 
onto a deck of cards and the emergent complexity of how theyʼre organized.

Cards and the Deck

Individual cards represent actions a pilot 
might take.  The deck represents the sum 
total of options he might pursue within the 
dogfight.  Every deck starts out with eighteen 
cards in it, no more, no less.

Your Hand

Your hand represents your ship.  The better 
your ship is, the more cards you have in your 
hand.  An ordinary ship is rated 5, giving you 
five cards in your starting hand.  A crappy 
ship is 4 or even 3.  A big, tough, capital ship 
(like a Star Destroyer) can be rated as high 
as 15.

When you get hit, you discard a card from 
your hand and your hand permanently 
shrinks.  That is, if you start out with five 
cards in your hand and you get hit, your 
hand maximum drops to four and you canʼt 
hold more than four cards.  No matter how 
great a captain is, her options are limited if 
her shipʼs getting shot up.

The Discard Fan

When hit, you decide which card to discard.  
Discards go facedown on the table, set aside 
as a fan so that you and your opponent can 
easily see how many cards have been blown 
out of your fist.  The number of cards in your 
fan, added to your current card size, always 
equals the size of your undamaged hand.  
That is, if you start out with five cards in your 
hand and zero in your discard fan, after a 
few hits you have three cards in your hand 
and two in your discard fan.

Your enemyʼs discard fan represents 
momentary tactical advantage.  If this was 
simulating a basketball game instead of a 
dogfight, the discard fans would be each 
teamʼs point totals.
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Cards Played Per Turn

If youʼre using this as a capstone system on 
a typical roleplaying game, the number of 
cards you can play in a turn represents the 
commanderʼs skill.  In ORE, for example, 
you can play a number of cards in a turn 
equal to the captainʼs Pilot Skill.  A barely 
competent pilot can play one card per turn.  
A typical pilot can play three, while a Han 
Solo (or Baron Von Richthofen) can play six 
per turn.  This may be limited if the pilotʼs 
skill exceeds the size of his hand, however.  
If you only have three cards in your hand, 
you can only play three cards.

Cards Drawn Per Turn

Where the cards played represent 
technically excellence, the cards drawn at 
the end of a turn measure a pilotʼs inborn 
reflexes, coordination and grace under 
pressure.  Itʼs a quality can be increased 

through practice, but not really taught.  
Someone constitutionally ill-suited to life as a 
fighter ace only draws one card per turn.  An 
ideal specimen with sharp eyes, cool wits 
and lightning reactions would draw six cards 
(as long as his hand size permitted it).  In the 
ORE, you draw cards equal to your 
Coordination Stat.

Played Cards

After you play a card and its effect has been 
measured, you put it on the bottom of your 
opponentʼs deck.  (This is different from the 
cards that get knocked out of your hand by 
damage: They go in the discard fan, as 
described above.)  The cards have a 
different meaning for your opponent, and 
when you expose yourself by (say) making a 
daring attack, youʼre setting yourself up for 
similar devastating assault later on.  Not 
much later on, if your opponent is skilled and 
talented.

Stages of Play
Thereʼs an orderly progression of events, broken into two phases.  The first takes place before 
battle is actually joined, and it represents the pilotsʼ general expectations and habits.  

Take that 52 card deck (no jokers) and divide it equally between red cards and black cards.  
One side gets the red and the other gets black.

Choosing Sides

Each side (red and black) has some special 
defensive and offensive maneuvers, 
represented by the face cards.  The special 
red cards tend to use greater speed and 
maneuverability.  If circumstances seem to 
indicate that you have the faster and nimbler 
craft, pick red.  Black cards focus more on 
toughness for defense and massive 
armament for attacking, so itʼs more 
appropriate for a larger vessel.

These roles arenʼt graven in stone.  Against 
a Star Destroyer, the Millenium Falcon uses 
a red deck, but would use the dark side 

(heh) against a single TIE fighter.  There are 
also cases when one ship is bigger, faster, 
more maneuverable and better armed.  In 
one-sided battles like that, the inferior shipʼs 
pilot gets to decide whether itʼs going to go 
for speed or guts.  Itʼs his consolation prize 
for flying such a piece of crap.

Stacking the Deck

There are 26 red cards and 26 black cards.  
You need to narrow that down to 18 for your 
deck, no more, no less.  The eight cards you 
leave out do a lot to limit your options.  Do 
you go for straight-up aggression?  Thatʼs 
going to be ten attack cards, three face 
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cards to enhance attacks and the five best 
defenses you can get.  No fancy stuff, just 
competence?  Go for nine attacks and nine 
defenses.  Running and hiding and 
cowardice?  Ten good defenses, three 
defense specials and five lousy attacks to 
clog up your opponentʼs eventual options.

When you have cards picked, shuffle them.

Engaging

At the beginning of a battle, each player 
draws a full hand, up to the maximum 
allowed by his shipʼs quality.

Simultaneous Actions

Each captain plays his first card 
simultaneously.  Even cards attack.  Odd 
cards defend.  Face cards are strategies that 
remain in play, with ongoing effects.

When someone plays an attack on you, you 
can respond by playing defense cards, if you 
have them in your hand and if your skill level 
permits you to play more cards at that time.

Cards Played, Actions Resolved

When an attack is made, the defender can 
play a defense card, or a combination of 
defense cards.  If the defendersʼ total meets 
or exceeds the number on the attackerʼs 
card, he has avoided all damage.  
Otherwise, his ship gets dinged.  

When number cards are played for 
momentary effect, they go to the bottom of 
the opponentsʼ deck after the actions 
resolve.

Example: Captain Goots initiates hostilities 
with Amur the Pirate.  Both men have Pilot 
Skills of 3.  They play their first cards 
simultaneously — a ten from Goots and a six 
from Amur.  Two even cards, two attacks.

Goots plays a seven from his hand to block 
Amurʼs attack.  The six goes on the bottom 
of Gootsʼ deck, and the seven goes to the 
bottom of Amurʼs deck.  

Amur declines to block the attack and gets a 
card blasted from his hand.  He picks one 
card and puts it face-down in his discard fan.  
Goots has now played two of his three cards 
and Amur has played one of his.  

They play their next cards simultaneously as 
well.  Goots plays a five as a pre-emptive 
defense, while Amur puts down the Jack of 
Hearts, which gives him an ongoing 
defensive advantage.  

Goots is now out of actions, having played 
all three, while Amur has one left.  He could 
play a low attack like a two, missing but 
getting the card out of his hand and into 
Gootsʼ deck.  He could play a high attack, 
since he knows what Gootsʼ defense is.  But 
he chooses instead to put down another face 
card, this one giving an attack advantage. 

Now that both pilots have used up their 
actions, the turn ends.  Gootsʼ defensive five 
is wasted and goes to the bottom of Amurʼs 
pile.  Amur is damaged, but has two ongoing 
advantages in play.

Getting Hit

The default option for getting hit is to discard 
a card into your discard fan, the visible 
measure of how much damage youʼve taken.  
Those cards donʼt go into your opponentsʼ 
deck or your own, and itʼs nearly impossible 
to get them back.  Choose carefully.

If you have a face card in play, you can 
choose to take the hit on that instead of your 
hand.  If you do that, the face card goes to 
the bottom of your opponentsʼ deck but your 
hand does not shrink.

Drawing

When both captains have used all their 
actions, each picks up his deck and shuffles 
it.  Then he draws cards until he either (1) 
has drawn as many as heʼs permitted (by his 
Stat or natural abilities) or, (2) has filled his 
hand up to its maximum size.  Then the 
process starts again with simultaneous 
actions.  
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What Cards Mean
Most of the cards are number cards, representing transitory, momentary actions.  The face 
cards are different, representing ongoing tactical advantages.

Odds

Odds are defensive cards, no matter their 
color.  You can add odd cards together to 
defend against large attacks, as long as you 
havenʼt played out all your actions for the 
turn.  (Each card requires one action to play.)  
You can reactively increase a defense by 
adding another card or cards to it.  You can 
also defend in advance by playing a defense 
card in anticipation of an attack (or in an 
attempt to forestall it).  

If your totaled odd cards equal or exceed the 
number shown on the attack, it does no 
damage.

Evens

Even numbers are attacks.  You can only 
play single attack cards (unless thereʼs a 
special face card condition in play).  If your 
opponent can equal or exceed the number 
on your attack card, the attack misses and 
does no damage.  Otherwise, your opponent 
has to discard a card from his hand into his 
discard fan, or remove one of his ongoing 
face cards and put it on the bottom of your 
deck.  

Face Cards

Face cards represent everything other than 
simply jinking or opening fire.  They mean 
different things, depending on what side 
youʼre on, but the face cards of your 
opponent always have the same meaning in 
your hand, regardless of whether itʼs a Jack 
or a Queen.

If youʼre black, any red face card you play 
is an attack rated at 6, but it does not count 
as an action to play it.  Even if youʼve used 
up all your actions for a turn, you can use a 
red face card to attack for free.

If youʼre red, any black face card you play is 
a defense rated at 5, but it does not count as 
an action to play it.  It can be added on to 
other defenses as usual.  Even if youʼve 
used all your actions for a turn, you can use 
a black face card to defend for free.

Jack of Hearts: Superior Speed

If you play the Jack of Hearts, it means 
youʼre maintaining a speed advantage over 
your opponent.  Any time he makes an 
attack against you, the cardʼs value is 
reduced by a point.

Queen of Hearts: Evasive Maneuvers

As you jink and swerve, you get harder to 
hit.  Any time you defend by playing more 
than one card, each card is treated as if it 
was a point higher.  That is, if you play a 
three and a five, you can block a ten instead 
of an eight.

King of Hearts: Distraction

Whether itʼs chaff out of a jet, ECM from a 
starfighter or a swoop down from the sun, 
this indicates a targeting difficulty.  Any time 
you play a single card to defend, you can 
substitute the number of cards in your 
opponentʼs discard fan for the number on the 
card.

Jack of Spades: Cover Fire

Thereʼs just no defense like a good offense.  
In a pinch, a desperate offense can work too.  
You can improve the value of an odd card 
already played by adding even cards.  This 
lets you protect yourself with attack cards, 
but only if you already have an odd card 
committed to the defense.  These cards still 
count against the number of cards you can 
play per turn (as determined by Skill) of 
course.
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Queen of Spades: Tenacious Defense

By picking black, youʼre indicating that your 
ship is, in one way or another (perhaps only 
by virtue of the crewʼs luck) more durable 
than the opponent.  If you leverage that 
quality in defense, you can gain an edge, be 
it by shrugging of shots, pushing an engine 
beyond its safe tolerances, or performing 
maneuvers that would make a normal pilot 
black out.  Any attack equal to or less than 
the number of cards in your opponentʼs 
discard fan simply fails.  (Note that after 
playing this, it may not seem to do anything.  
It may, in fact, be clogging your opponentʼs 
hand with unplayable low attacks.)  

King of Spades: Superior Mechanics

This could indicate Scotty down in the 
engine room choking out more power from 
the dilithium crystals, it could be your craftʼs 
fine engineering or it could be you sticking a 
wad of gum over that fuel leak.  When you 
discard this condition due to damage, it goes 
back in your hand instead of the bottom of 
your opponentʼs deck. 

Jack of Diamonds: Hit and Run

The ideal attack is one where you strike and 
maneuver away before he can bring his 
weapons to bear on you.  This could be an 
atmosphere plane taking advantage of a 
tighter turn radius, or it could be a star ship 
using a turreted weapon or a velocity 
advantage.  Your opponent cannot block 
attacks equal to or less than the number of 
cards in his discard fan.  The only way to 
stop these shots is with the King or Queen of 
Spades.

Queen of Diamonds: Superior Position

The traditional superior position with 
airplanes is above and behind, allowing the 
attacker to fire with limited reprisal and gain 
speed as needed.  In zero-gravity, it might be 
an orbit that keeps the ship moving without 
the engines firing, or proximity to some 

environmental hazard.  Or it could be simple 
pilot skill, keeping the ship out of a weaponʼs 
firing arc.  Any attack card has its value 
increased by a point.

King of Diamonds: Striking Achillesʼ Heel

The bigger they are, the harder they fall.  
Whether this is firing a photo torpedo down a 
bigger shipʼs tailpipe or bullseyeing the pilot 
in a WWI biplane, it indicates a level of skill 
that ends battles early.  Your opponent no 
longer decides if heʼs going to take damage 
on his hand or on the face cards heʼs played.  
If you hit him, you can decide which of his 
ongoing conditions to remove.  Additionally, if 
you opt to knock a card out of his hand and 
into his discard fan, you get to pick a card at 
random instead of letting him determine 
which one goes.

Jack of Clubs: Attrition Tactics

When youʼre bigger, you donʼt have to be 
better.  You just have to last longer.  Attrition 
tactics wear down an opponent by forcing 
him to expose himself to damage.  (Of 
course, a necessary condition is your own, 
equal exposure.)  Once per turn, you can 
force him to reduce his hand size by one.  In 
return, you have to reduce your hand size by 
one, and the card you discard is chosen at 
random by your opponent.

Queen of Clubs: Press the Attack

Itʼs a lot easier to fly forward shooting than it 
is to fly with one eye behind you, dodging 
and twitching.  A relentless attack presses an 
opponent to make a mistake.  Your first 
attack in a turn is unchanged, but your 
second attack every turn has a +1 bonus, 
your third has a +2 bonus, and so on.

King of Clubs: Withering Barrage

Sometimes you just want to fire everything 
youʼve got, all at once.  If you empty your 
hand by playing an attack, its value is 
doubled.
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When It Ends
There are two ways to end a dogfight like this.

Crippled and Maimed

If either playerʼs hand size gets reduced to 0, 
that ship is crippled and can no longer fight 
or escape.  This is different from emptying 
your hand by playing actions!  Using this on 
top of ORE, you can easily empty your hand 
if your Skill exceeds your Stat, or if your Skill 
is high and youʼre in a poor ship.  As long as 
you can potentially draw more cards and fill 
your hand again, youʼre still in the fight.  Not 
in good shape, but still in.

Buggering Out

If you reduce your deck to no cards — 
meaning, all the cards you started with are 
either in your fan, your hand or your 
opponentʼs deck — you have reached a 
tactical break point.  You only get to this 
point by blowing through cards really fast, 
which indicates your ability is just realms 
above your opponent.  Even if you only have 
one card left in your hand, you still have an 
opportunity.  You can run away.

Specifically, if youʼre at the point where you 
would draw cards, but thereʼs nothing left for 
you to draw, you can end the battle.  You 
escape.  Now, if youʼre kicking the snot out 
of the other guy, youʼre naturally going to 
ignore this opportunity and wait for him to act 
so you can get more cards, draw them, and 
continue to whale on him.
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